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Fundamentalist P1'4lJ)Cllgand,al

the December 1990 issue I read
"Christ and Herod were
statement
the
~,..,. ..... lla who were born and died on real
" when
is
no
historical
in the
case of the former. If the editor has made some such
he should share it with the
historical
not confine
obscure pages of our humble ..... _._£_...
it to the
There follows a five page
replete with 45
(count tern) footnotes, no doubt to create the illusion of
in which we
" .... his
... " and
miracle was done rather
... he then openly taught and did miracles at Passover
... " I have no
with anyone's religious
but it is
to
items ..""1-.............. '"
mrrac.les, as historical
Neither loseotlus
1/

has any discemable
the
unless it be to try to legitimize
annual trotting out (by
of the pedagogically
Bethlehem") shows to
sponsible S. O. B. ("Star
pay the rent.
.
.
it was
not the dlmwltted
Next we learn
and dogmatic Church authorities, ~ho was to ?l~e for
that sorry episode in the history Intellecmallnquuy.
I can hardly wait for the next issue to see whether
there will be an article on "scientific creationism", or
perhaps to learn why God "made the stars also" after
He had created the sun, moon and earth-or even to
discover
answer to the ultimate mystery of where
the wives of Cain and Abel came from.
No wonder we are
a nation of scientific illiterates!
James H. Sharp
Albert Einstein Planetarium
Washington D.C.
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"Moon Phase
connected
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Illinois 60504
708-851-7900
fax 708-844-0269
The Astronomers

In the December 1990 issue
graciously included
editor in
the ............"'''letter to
Astronomers
TV series and asked for corl.trtlbutions to a resource list.
Rita Mortenson at the Kansas City Museum was the
so I
together a list. Would
only contributor so
you please announce that it
and ask
to
send a
to me
at
The Adler
like a copy, and I'll send them one.
and
teachers can also
curriculum and resource guides
orC.Chlure to Ms.
KCET, 4401
r.u.ll~1!;;JI1!;;", LaJlitoml,a. 90027.
of series highlights,
effects are gorgeous
Im,agE~rv If you want to borrow a copy of
Lesch, of the Lippin Group, at
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April Whitt
The Adler Planetarium
1300 S. Lake Shore Dr.
Chicago, Illinois 60605

Eclipse
safety and
a coalition to
to
ensure
observations and
the July
eclipse. These
a media release, a bro~hure fo~ the general public on safe observing, and an
Information sheet for educators planning to instruct others in safe observing practices.
A direct mail campaign will distribute these materials to about ~,~ planeta~ums, museums, astronomy
clubs and uruverslbes. While the media release and the
brochure will only describe indirect methods of solar
viewing, the information sheet win list approved direct
viewing methods. Any educator or organization who
has not received these materials in the direct mail campaign by May 1, 1991, should send a self-addressed,
stamped, business-size envelope and $1.00 (for postage
and handling) to:
Safe Eclipse Viewing
National Safety Council
Department PR-28
444 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611
6

Send Classified Ads to
address), There is no
listings.
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May
Benedum Natural Science Theater
Uh~eU)av West
wonOlertlJl occanew associations start
prc)te~iSion or business, and
~"Ynnrt the enthusiasm of the inistarted. Yet here we are, 25
are a host of other planetanlum
associations around the world. Essentially all of our
associations are +h .... ·(7."oI think the reason
that is the same reason why I
am so honored to be invited to
on this 25th anniversary: it is that planetarians are the happiest professionals I know. Planetarians believe in what they do,
find it fun, and are good at it-to find all those traits
together is very, very rare. Not that we all don't grumble that our budgets are not
big enough and our bosses
don't understand us, and the
try
public doesn't always appreciate us and the school kids
aren't always quiet enough;
but still, we know what we're
doing, and we love doing it.
I've been invited to look
ahead for what will happen in
the 90's in the planetarium
field and perhaps for the next
25 years. To do this I got out
try
my crystal ball and dusted it
off and decided it would be
wise to test the ball first by
looking back 25 years to make sure it was in proper
working order. It usually is much dearer looking backward than looking forward, so I'm going to spend a little time talking about what I saw looking back 25 years.
I did a bit of research in old issues of Sky & Telescope,
and I dug out my tlBauersfeld's Follies." How many of
you remember Bauersfeld's Follies-Tom Hamilton's
occasional blue ink, single spaced sheet, with gossip of
the planetarium profession?
First I'll try to describe what we thought the big
issues were 25 years ago; what we thought was going to
happen; and then what did happen. And then I will
___ '/It-"I,rJll

h'l1n,r"'jll'cvt

turn to the other side
pr()gtlostlcclte. Please note
PrE~OlICn(mS until ",nr~jH·"" ...
The Planetarium EnvU'OnmE!nt,

survival
scientists, enJgIIlleelrS
survive the

!First ['[[
to describe
thougtit the big
years ago; what
going to happen;
did happen. .9lnd
[
to the ottier side of the
and and prognosticate.
way, that I
in
transition
MAPS was
boom and a
in science education.

Alan J. Friedman, who has a PhD. in
Florida State University, directed the astronlorrw
physics programs at the Lawrence Hall
Berkeley, California, for 12
He was a
consultant for France's
l'Industrie in Paris.
."'nliFiI:1l1"'G!

So our talk was

hl'1"'nn'1,O"

in
not
ocean.
In schools and universities the
talk in education
was
relevant. Remember when every
1f'.ol,o'u!~n. had to have social
address these cultural'''''''''o,,,,,
........... " ,,,...u

Planetariums:

• .,.

~Dleci,ill

r.:ne1cts, .1.,...11.11.&0:»1.''-, and Drama

For the
meet all the

were some more subtle answers as well.
etarium shows did not have to be structured .ov!:ll"'i'i'u'
lectures any
could create emotional
to go
intellectual ones. These enrichments

Small Planetariums: eaCheI'-Pr,ootlniZ and POPS
How were small
to re5iPQlna
needs of
constituents? Were
with the drama and special effects
\..u about the first thing everyone tried to
do was to get more projectors and more special effects
for their small planetariums. But there were other
moves afoot.
One thing you heard about if you listened to talk
ch,anj~mlg

I"r\1'Y\r1£l1f-a

UVJIAI\..,;:JI'

................

pa1rtlClpaitory programs. Here was someplc:lnE!ta1ri.UJms couldn't do as well as we
in our
At the Lawrence Hall of Science in 1972 we started building a
for the
express purpose of doing participatory shows. So audience participation was one major way that small
tariums 25 years ago could begin to respond to
lenges of the post-Sputnik era.
The notion of having the audience do something, of
stopping your show and waiting for them to do
seemed to be diametrically opposed to the tape recordings, automation, loud speakers and the special effects
that were aU the rage at the time.
of us starting
out then thought we were on a
to save small
planetariums from the dangers of too many slide projectors and special effects. We have since learned that
these techniques can be used together. I expect we have
mellowed a bit and realized that the POPS technique is
one of a variety of powerful techniques in a planetarian's repertory.
POPS techniques have survived and thrived, as
have automation and slide projectors. One of my alltime favorite hands-on activities for both big domes and
small has been giving an the visitors diffraction gratings
and letting them identify the elements in an artificial
star. I saw this participatory activity being done last
year in a new planetarium in La Coruna, Spain. POPS
has indeed become a standard feature of planetariums
worldwide.

-Show PacKa~es
The idea of Srullnfllg
but I was c!111r"n1l'>1=>rI
ums would
1965 it was ~r\cH,<Y
later

n'l"nClrI"!:l'n"IC!

What We All Missed
So the talk of automation, drama, music, special
effects, and POPS proved to forecast correctly the past
25 years. But what did we miss?

-Portable Planetariums
I cannot find any record in discussions 25 years ago
of the serious potential for a portable planetarium. Yet
today the portable planetarium has been a major revolution in the field. It has basically demystified the planetarium for thousands of teachers and hundreds of thousands of students. Many believe that using a portable
planetarium, nearly every good teacher with just a
couple of days training can be a planetarium director.
The surprising thing is, they can.
Portable planetariums have literally spread around
the world. Working under license, the Indians have
now built 50 copies of a STARLAB Phll Sadler and I
took over in 1982. At the New York Han of Science we
have 9 STARLABs we use for teacher training and rental.

Portabfe pfanetariums are one
major airection we missea.

We also missed three
The one
OMNIMAX and
1~'~lFt-!:l1,.t- for the future
The first one went in the .....,.,.,onr'.o
Virginia. The
of its stars were
cotton fluff on a
dome. But "'''' .........".. '''' ...' ' ' ...
longer linked to
tional planetarium

are rIIo."... I''''......".rl
Light
jectors like
are also
which came to fruition in the
less concerned with ,,"""*""""''''''''9''''''''
STAR, but they
found homes in our ao:mea
theaters. Both have had a SlgrutllCallt mrlpaC1:
a lot longer than
part of that impact
most of the domes
moment.
You now have my list
planetarium field over the

Dredicited. Most these de1ilel4JPrneIl.ts. palrticulalrlv
shared shows,
achievements I believe we will
the next 25 years.
OMNIMAX VS. Asitfmlonmv1

I have concerns, however, about other new technologies, particularly OMNIMAX. OMNIMAX is certainly
an impressive projection system, with sensational
images. But where it has been used in planetariums, one
effect has been largely to displace science in those theaters. Most of the OMNIMAX programs available to date

()~~

certain~

impressive projection system
one effect lias oeen far;ge[y to
pface science . ......
are primarily travelogues. The only science I think
much about when I see a typical OMNIMAX film is
human biology. That's because when the inevitable airplane flies over the inevitable diff, my stomach reminds
me of the biological power of the visual image.
In an attempt to mitigate the displacement of
astronomy and science education, many installations,
like those at the Boston Museum of Science and the Cite
des Sciences et de l'Industrie, have two domes: one
devoted to OMNIMAX, and the other to a planetarium
and science education. But the OMNIMAX is always the
better advertised, better funded, and the better
attended. One reason is that it usually makes money;
planetariums usually lose money. Making money isn't
the role of museums, but it is a seductive pastime. Most
visitors choose to
for only one domed theater presentation, so they miss the planetarium experience
entirely.
OMNIMAX is a medium that may well have enormous potential for science education, but today, even in
the most "educational" of its films, OMNIMAX remains
an activity with a temperature and a pace vastly different from that of the contemplative learner, or of the
planetarium projector. If science education and not only
entertainment are our goals, then we have two challenges: how to make the OMNIMAX work for science
education, and how to restore astronomy to the
with an importance commensurate with its importance
in the human endeavor.
Opportunities for the Next 25 years
We are entering an age much different from the one
in which planetariums were born. Many people in
media believe that five seconds is the maximum attention span, and that hot, fast-cut images and sounds are
necessary to engage an audience. We are a counter

in science tealChlln~
then.
hn'rA7n'''n~
the ""''11".""hlo'l''ln
that hn,.... ...,.....

tech~tiffi

~

ium medium. In the next decade we can become
in the world of the 21st
science
The ., pql:!~l'iU.

c:..;~u~L1itic.alti(ms

of Planetarium Educators

or more.
Planetarium educators know the tUJ:l.dc;lm4~ntals
and
with it .......'n..U'r ....
Telescope and Mercury. We
work oerlcnE~S
not terrified
technology. We
in our
planetariums in a way students and teachers want to
experience. And we want to keep doing what we do so
well. These are characteristics which are perceived to
and to a sad extent are, lacking in many of the people who are trying to teach science today, especially at
the elementary level.
We can make planetariums a locus for science
teaching in the schools. We can readily adopt teaching
concepts like project STAR and the curriculum guidelines being produced by Project 2061. Then we can
announce: we are ready to present the best contemporary curricula, and we are ready to help other teachers
use this material. We are ready to accept part of the
responsibility for creating that 50% of teacher force that
must be renewed in the next ten years.

There are cmntJiUt{~r . . .
planetS, and

4O'>U' ...... "

Einstein's?

We can maf<:!, pfanetariums a focus
for science teaching in ttie sclioofs.
. .. 9{p ottier group of eaucators
are as werr positionea as we are
maf<:!, tliat offer.
We're locally based-we're in schools, museums,
and colleges, in every state. We have a wonderful network of organizations-like MAPS-which knows how
to share materials. So give us the necessary funding,
responsibility, and accountability, and we'll start quality
programs going in the majority of school districts in the
United States. No other group of educators are as well
positioned as we are to make that offer.
Are we ready? We'll need to screw our courage to
the sticking point; but the opportunity is here, now.

a star. It's
down so
squeezing the star-here's
evolution of stars. t;q1Ue{~ze

An Exclusive Capability

Everyone I have met remembers that stunning firstvisit planetarium experience, when a room of furniture,
equipment and people disappeared, to be replaced by a
hemisphere of stars. Here was
a view of a very different universe, instantly juxtaposed
with our daily environment.
That awesome, mostly empty
space of stars is much more
representative of what the
preponderance of the universe is really like. This is the
universe we've been learning
about in this century, and that
new instruments like the Hubble space telescope will be
telling more about over the next decade. The creation of
this universe is a story we, of all the generations of
humanity, are first putting together.

......'II"l"y~f·a lIuinLite universe. No pelrso:nal
etarium
what we do in our pla.neitariulItS
however, because we offer what no ",n.I'i-", .. 1P,,,,1'"\IP.riIP1I'"lIl"lP
can. We offer
to
and discuss our
of amaZE~mE~nt,
",y

We offer the opportunity
ana discuss our sense of
ment, wonder, and an7(jety over
the universe. %e pfanetarium
social plienomenon, not just
no{ogica{ one.

rrliis sense lias never been acliieved
on te{evision ....
Planetariums have the challenge to get across the
newly imagined sweep of space and time. Remember
when you first saw a wide-angle rotating galaxy effect?
I remember in the 60's being deeply moved by watching
that effect, and by an opaque projector effect of a small
tumbling asteroid moving slowly through an immense
star field. I'll never forget my new sense of proportion
about what's in the universe. This sense has never been
achieved on television, or by hemispheric film, with its
jumpy, washed out stars. It has been produced in prose
by our most gifted writers, but not very often. Astronomy and astrophysics have created new perceptions of
our place in the universe, and it is the large planetarium's unique capability to transmit this perspective.

1!ATnnrltllll"

etariums. The
overlooking
ocean; his brother Hamilton
fers was an astronomer at the Lick
it's fun
poem is called "Margrave,"
images. It is also a
about the eX4~ultion
of a murderer. I find it
that fear of enormous,
and tells
a "' ............... 1""
empty space, of
accept that universe.
The earth was
world and man was its measure,
our minds have looked
Through the little IDC)CK·-(]omp
slotted observatory
tude came in
And the earth is a
of dust
lost in a nameless cove of the
of a continent.
innumerable swirls of mrmflner'aOJle
Galaxy on
stars,
as it were forever and h .. '''''''''''n ......
Came into
its two or
moment, in a moment it
being
And galaxy on
after that as it were
ever...

A Cultural and Sodal Purpose

Our new view of the universe is not just interesting-it is important. We are still completing the cultural
revolution of Copernicus. The universe, as we now
understand it, has created no privileged location for us,
no sheltering circumstances that guarantee our survival.
And that is an understanding which, I believe, can
affect how we treat our planet and each other. People
get an intimation of that understanding when the
domed room disappears and is replaced by the stars.
We get nervous twitters, not just oohs's and ah's, when
we bring up our night skies. We need to make this cosmological circumstance explicit. We can define a new
role for the planetarium, as the place where people
assemble to confront together the meanings, practical as
well as metaphysical, of this universe.
1991

stars
pass.
They also shall
Here to-day, gone
Scattering themselves and shining
Like a passionate thought. It is
well ordered.
[From "Margrave" by Robinson
1960, reprinted in The Selected Poetry of Kov'ins(m
(New York: Random
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Bob Curran
Deparbnentof~~J'U~'4~U

National Air & ;:')'[)ja,ce 1'\.J11111'11~lII:n'll'ltH
Washington, DC 20560
Back when the Albert Einstein Planetarium production staff was planning its current show, "Calling All
Stars," Jim Sharp presented me with the challenge of
producing a scintillating star effect that was small,
bright, dimmable and looked
with emphasis on
small, bright and look real. After searching through
many special effects "How To ..." manuals, I came to
the conclusion that the hardest part of the job was
going to be the "look real" requirement.
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Lamp flasher circuit (six required).
In order to get the
I needed for
the
combined with
minuscule size, it was
decided from the start that fiber optics was the only
way to go. As luck would have it, I just happened to
find some fiber optic strands that were the same size as
the perforations in our dome. After mounting a strand
into a hole in a small piece of scrap dome material, I
began experimenting with different sources of illumination. Brightness was certainly not going to be a problem, nor was size. "Look real" was still a problem. So,
it was time for some field work.
After carefully studying several stars low to the

Bob Curran, a planetarian for five years, is the lead electronic technician for the Smithsonian Institution's
National Air and Space Museum, Department of Exhibits, which handles the technical support for the Albert
Einstein Planetarium.
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Steve Smith, Director
Arlington Planetarium
1426 N . Quincy St.
Arlington, Virginia 22207

One day in August of 1988, my boss called me to his
office and asked me if I'd ever heard of The Young
Astronaut Program. Replying that I had not, he said
that the Superintendent had, and was pushing the program. Further, he added, it fell to me to supervise it and
see if our teachers would try it. I left the office feeling
glum-another initiative, and me with a dozen programs running, and still disappointed by the poor show
Uranus had put on for Voyager.
But it wasn't long until all that changed. I called the
office of The Young Astronaut Council, just across the
Potomac River in Washington and talked to a very
friendly voice who identified herself as Jennifer Rae.
She said she would gladly send me infonnation on how
I could start a chapter, and we were off and running.
A short inquiry showed me that several chapters
already existed in our school system, so I called the
teachers together who were already chapter leaders and
had them educate me. I found out that the program consisted of forming a chapter of no more than 30 kids
(many teachers made their individual classes into chapters) at one of three levels. Since that meeting a fourth
level has been added. The levels are: Youngest Astronauts for Preschoolers and Kindergarten, Trainees for
grades 1-3, pilots for grades 4-6, and Commanders for
grades 7-8.
The teachers told me that, after fonning a chapter,
they received a handbook, membership certificates,
cards, and monthly curriculum guides
including star maps (imagine that!). As I read through
some of the curriculum material and the other pubas the other
materials I had received from J.
members affectionately call her, I realized that it
was very good. Later I found out that the Young Astronaut Council hires a team of educators to write the
material for them. The star maps are clear and accurate,
the curriculum materials are almost an hands-on activities, models to make, puzzles to solve, and games to
play. Believe me, this stuff is excellent!!
Next I met Pete Ferrell. Pete is a member of the

Steve Smith has been in the planetarium business since
1967 and with the Arlington Planetarium (which operates primarily for school children) since it was built in
1969. He is a member of SEPA and MAPS as well as
IPS, and can't imagine being anything other than a
PIa netaria n.
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Where'd those planet symbols come from?
question was heard more than once during the field trip
to a very old mine in the Falun region of Sweden during
the 1990 IPS Conference. The mine has been in continuous operation since 500 or 600 A.D. and perhaps even
longer. In fact the corporation which owns the mine is
the oldest publicly owned company in the world, having just celebrated its 900th anniversary.
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Figure 1. Entrance to the Falun Copper mine.
Figure 1 shows the entrance. Note the symbols
above the door. Some of them should look familiar. Figure 2 shows the Swedish translation of the symbols. If
your Swedish is like mine, the translation may be of little help. The symbols have astrological I astronomical
and alchemical/chemical and even biological significance. From Figure 1, highest over the arch we see the
prominent symbol for female or Venus but as the symbol itself represents a looking glass-or vanity mirror-

Mickey Schmidt has been in the planetarium field
since 1963. He holds a B.S. from Hays Kansas State
University and an M.S. from Adams State College. He
has been director of the Academy Planetarium since
1979.
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Mine symbols with Swedish names.
sensation in England when James Price, a chemist and
Fellow of the Royal Society, mixed a white powder with
fifty times its own mass of mercury, added borax and
nitre, and heated the mixture in a crucible, stirring with
an iron rod. The result was an ingot of genuine silver.
When the same operation was repeated with a red powder the result was genuine gold. However, when the
Royal Society insisted that the experiments be repeated
before observers chosen by the Society, Price reluctantly
agreed, and then committed suicide by drinking Prussic
acid before the observers eyes. It was assumed that he
had introduced the silver or gold into the crucible
through a hollow stirring rod.
Likely the facts which spurred the alchemists to
continue their quest was the long tradition of Egyptians
having created alloys of copper and silver which
resembled gold. In fact, they were, at the time
(100 to 200 B.C.), able to fool the most expert
gold traders. So a myth of learned men being
able to create gold from base metals was carried
Sun
forward from the ancient times to relatively
modem times as reported above. It would not
surprise me to find in the "New Age" movement something akin to searching for the Philosopher's Stone being popularized along with
crystal power, channeling, and astrology.
Mars
Now, getting back to the entrance to the
mine at Falun. All of the metals and compounds
shown in figure 2 are products of this mine.
They are (from left to right around the arc): iron
sulfate, sulfur, zinc, iron, copper, gold, silver,
lead, steel, copper sulfate, and iron oxide. The five symbols at the top are most significant to us. The circle and
dot represent the Sun and gold. The connection is that
gold was one of the first known metals. It is most pure
because it exists free and has no alloys in nature. It is
brilliant, yellow, like the Sun, and does not corrode. It
could not be dissolved in any acids then known. It was
beautiful and eternal-as is Sun.
To the right of the Sun symbol is the crescent Moon
silver. The Moon is less
than

Venus

Moon

3.

~·oolae~~s

by the
in
quantities.
The symbol for Jupiter represents tin. To the
.. ..., ..........".03. the
of Jupiter was Marduke. As
the gods,
ruled the sky. His sky was a tin
studded with tiny lights carried around the earth as it
turned. Tin was a malleable metal. It was known early
on that when tin was added to copper, the alloy bronze
was formed.
The last two symbols to the right in figure 2 are copper sulfate and iron oxide. Iron oxide is a useful byproduct of the mine at Falun and is used by most
Swedes in paint to preserve wood. If you know anyone
who went to
IPS conference have them tell you
about "The Petrified Man of Falun." You'll hear an
interesting story of the properties of copper vitriol.
a

"real."
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Reprinted with permission from The High Altitude
Observer, the Journal of the Rocky Mountain Planetarium
Association.
(Young Astronaut, continued from page 15)
program would produce. He assigned staff member
Wendell Butler as the Program Director, and it was off
and running.
The program gained the support of many of America's major corporations, including McDonald's, Toys 'R
Us, Rockwell International, Martin Marietta, Apple
Computers, Safeway, Zebra Publishing, McDonald
Douglas, Estes Rocket, Pepsi and others. Government
agencies gave support too. Supporting agencies include
NASA, the National Science Foundation, and the
Departments of Education, Commerce, and Labor. The
Parent Teacher Association and other national educational and scientific associations also endorsed the proThere are now chapters in over 28,000 elementary
schools in our country, and the organization has
forming in the
recently gone international with
Bulgaria, Japan, and many other
Soviet Union,
European countries. Their goal in our country is to have
a chapter in every elementary school in the United
States by the end of 1992.
There are other activities too, including an annual
international conference, contests, and a computer bulletin board.
So there you are. Get on board, call the Young
Astronaut Council. Talk to your superintendent. Sponsor a chapter. Try it. This stuff is gooooood!!!!!
Planetarians interested in starting chapters or in
receiving more information can call Jennifer Rae, membership director, or Paul Burke, Vice President of The
Young Astronaut council in Washington, D. C. at (202)
682-1984, or write to them at 1211 Connecticut Ave.
are curN.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Chapter
a
rently $40.00.
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Introduction
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In Western
we can trace the oe[)ate
whether there is one world or a plurality of worlds (and
necessarily extraterrestrial life) back to the ancient
Greeks. Aristotle's doctrine on the unity of the world
has been at the heart early Western philosophy since
the 4th century B.C. This universe or "world" promulgated by early Christians necessarily contained only one
place for life.
But there was another point of view even more
ancient. The Greek school of Democritis, called Atomism, dating from the late 5th century B.C. favored a plurality of worlds. The following words of the later Atomist, Lucretius, best express their beliefs:

Space contains such a huge supply of atoms
that all eternity would not be enough time to
count them and the force which drives the
atoms into various places just as they have
been driven together in this world. So we must
realize that there are other worlds in other
parts of the universe, with races of different
men and different animals.
This ancient opinion on the plurality of worlds
debate has been so durable that the above quotation
appears in a 1990 NASA publication advocating the use
of radio telescopes to search for E.T.s. Nevertheless, the
Atomists' position was held by few scholars until after
Copernicus.

Descarte's theory of celestial vortices implied a plurality of worlds. Each
star had a whirlpool of planets around it, and comets could travel between
solar systems. Planche 19 from Nicolas Bion's L'Usage des Globes Celestre
et Terrestre ... (Paris, 1744). Courtesy The Adler Planetarium, Chicago.

The controversy
Percival Lowell and his
canals on Mars is wen know to most astronomers. Lowell's results were a classic case of theory-laden observations. We could almost speculate that had humanity's
greatest technological achievements of that age been
bridges instead of canals, then Lowen would have see
bridges on Mars.
In summary it can be said that the plurality of
worlds debate has had a longer and richer history than
most modem scientists are aware of. Michael Crowe
counted more than 140 books and thousands of essays
written on the subject prior to 1916. The telescope,
rather than resolving the debate, expanded vastly the
disputed terrain. And although the telescope has not
proven the existence of E.T.s, astronomers found that
appealing to popular opinions was very successful in
selling books.
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That these facts emerge from history is not too surprising, for the idea of extraterrestrial life has always
been a hypothesis that is unfalsifiable, flexible and rich.
As such, it does not make for a good science. And,
unlike other scientific debates, the plurality of worlds
debate remains unresolved.
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Fallides in ugUD1lents About Extraterrestrials

Most of the arguments about the existence of E.T.s,
both in the past and in the present, are logically indefensible. This section outlines the major fallacies present in
the most common discussions.
The Drake equation is particularly deceiving. It connotes a theory of extraterrestrial life worthy of quantitative analysis. Yet aspects of the equation reveal it to be
effectively useless:
First, except for the factor in the Drake equation for
the rate of star formation in our galaxy, 94, all of the
rest of the terms are based on theoretical probabilities
rather than inductive probabilities. For example, the
chance that a person win have a heart attack if their cholesterol is at a certain level is an inductive probability
and is based upon the medical histories of thousands of
people. In the case of the Drake equation, the probabilities, such as the probability that planets with life will
evolve intelligent life, are theoretical probabilities. These
theoretical probabilities are not in themselves bad,
except for the fact that in this case, we have no good
theories on which to base any of the probabilities. Without any semblance of a theory, even a guess at a theoretical probability is misleading.
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scientists
fail to realize that the
is not merely one of scientific issues and
statements. Carl Sagan frequently lectures us that we
not be "provincial" by restricting life to earth.
This is based.
the hypothesis that there is nothing
o,;>...,...
about our location in space or time. Copernican
and Shapley'S discoveries about our galaxy seem
to this
but we have no empirical
that it can be extended to the
debate.
we have more data,
ice for
life,
an assertion such as
;nore than a metaphysical statement.
Crowe and McMullin touch on even more fallacies
than have been discussed. above. But we do not need
them, because we can now see that most reasoning
about E.T.s is as empty as the space that separates the
stars. Why does all this rationalization persist, even
among scientists? To look for the answer, to this question, we now tum our sights on humans themselves.
........J ..........
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Human Psychology and Extraterrestrials

The human mind is marvelous in its abilities to construct stories out of insufficient information. In the middle ages every nook and cranny of the world had creatures in it because medieval philosophers believed that
nature
a vacuum. And what
vacuum
exists than
silent empty depths of the universe
revealed by modem astronomy?
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grasping the philosophical limits
ments, we can help planetarium visitors undeJ·stamd
issues for themselves. It is probably not useful to confront them with terms like hypothetical,
but we can create analogies that are easy
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them to understand.
Although not investigated here, planetarians must
also learn more about the prospects of searching for
extraterrestrials using radio telescopes. The ext>ec·ted
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Ad Astra

Last July the National Space Society asked its members to raise the

Astra and NASA Tech Briefs cosponsored a Space Exploration Initiative
more
ognize the benefits of pursuing vigorous goals in space. The contest
Members of Congress and their staffers tell us the letters were inspiring, and we
The best letter, as determined by an NSS panel of judges, is presented

Dear Congressman:
Please support the Space exploration Initiative.
A few people do not support space exploration. Their
·With all the problems we have on earth. we can't
to
I can't argue with the premise of this statement. We
spent the entire
budget
a whole
problems.
Still.
funding. Is it
resources on
exploration?
vision to recognize it.
It
vision to recognize that
for
country. We need a goal to avoid <:::'1"",.."',,,'1",,"'....
to measure our advancement. In some countries f'l"!i,fi+,......"
space exploration is a far healthier alternative.
It takes vision to recognize that pure scientific ....",c,,,,,,,,..rlM
human endeavors. Throughout the history of humanity a
most important measures
an advanced and civilized
one
the things that satisfies our
vision to recognize that money
on
It is reinvested in our economy. Sometimes a nrr\lo,.,.
it creates
contention is hollow
the
money buys. It builds a <:.ri,:>n+it-'r
"'''''·T", ..... and the
that allows us to lead the
exploration directly produces many valuable products
services,
scientific and engineering infrastructure that is the unseen
irr,epl'aceoole /"'t"."
It takes vision to look past the short-term problems on
the stars. Five hundred years ago Queen Isabella of
had many problems and was hoping that a shorter route to
solutions. There were many surprises. The passage to
years before Spain profited from the venture. However.
the New World. Now. after 500 years. the glory
that DM'I,.,ill'""
that voyage is unsurpassed. A whole new world exists.
Space exploration prOVides wonderful rewards right now.
New World. the ultimate diVidend may take hundreds of years to
payoff will be the most momentous in all of history. Let's have the vision
Please support the Space exploration Initiative.
nrr'lATI""":"

Ut;:;.;"Ul.l;::.t;:;

(Excerpted and reprinted with permission from Ad Astra magazine, November 1990.)
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Joe Tucciarone
Astronaut Memorial
Brevard community college
1519 Oearlake Road
Cocoa, Florida 32926
No, this has nothing to do with photographing leisure wear or swimsuits! It's just about trying to shoot
plastic spaceship models on the copystand so that they
look like the real McCoy.

Several years ago I was involved in the ""' ....................'"
a small spaceship model for a planetaril11m
input during the actual
Extremely minimal, in
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SPICE Nutmeg AudioNideo Controller
Perhaps you've acquired the finest loudspeakers, the sharpest video projectors, and
superb signals to feed them.
Add a SPICE Nutmeg and you'll have a show.
SPICE Automation with a Nutmeg replaces
that shoe box full of wireless remotes with
two buttons labeled "Forward Cue" and
"Reverse Cue."
Commands are entered on your PC-compatible
computer. Later you synchronize the cues to
your soundtrack, or (for live shows) sequence
them manually.

One SPICE Nutmeg takes up to 8 modular
control cards, dedicated to audio switching
and level control, video projector brightness
and contrast, video disc playback, and VCR
control.
Now that revolutionary advances are being
made in astronomical visualization, isn't it
nice to have hardware to match.
To learn more, ask for our free Guide to the
Planetarium Video Revolution.

•

Special Effects Laser
Perhaps you've invested in a complete video
playback system, including a projector and
disc player.
Add our Special Effects Video Discs and you'll
have a show.
Four discs are available, produced with color
saturation and brightness levels specially set to
planetarium projection specifications. Images
are kept within the video frame, and appear
to float in the planetarium sky.
These four video discs contain 2 hours of
images including spacecraft zooms and moves,

3-D stellar models, Supernova 1987 A, a
globular cluster, a spiral galaxy, the big
solar system formation, solar interior, stellar
planets, seasons,
evolution cycles,
tides, eclipses.
Now that hardware is available to control
planetarium video, isn't it nice to have
to match?
To learn more, ask for our free Guide to
Planetarium Video Revolution.

Sky..Skan,
51 Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060, Tel. (603) 880-8500, FAX (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House, 150 Regent Street London WI R 5FA, Tel. 071-6290538, FAX 071-7344 J 66

A match made in the Heaven

SPICE Nutmeg AudioNideo Controller
Perhaps you've acquired the finest loudspeakers, the sharpest video projectors, and
superb signals to feed them.
Add a SPICE Nutmeg and you'll have a show.
SPICE Automation with a Nutmeg replaces
that shoe box full of wireless remotes with
two buttons labeled "Forward Cue" and
"Reverse Cue."
Commands are entered on your PC-compatible
computer. Later you synchronize the cues to
your soundtrack, or (for live shows) sequence
them manually.

One SPICE Nutmeg takes up to 8 modular
control cards, dedicated to audio switching
and level control, video projector brightness
and contrast video disc playback, and VCR
control.
Now that revolutionary advances are being
made in astronomical visualization, isn't it
nice to have hardware to match.
To learn more, ask for our free Guide to the
Planetarium Video Revolution.

•

Special Effects Laser Discs
Perhaps you've invested in a complete video
playback system, including a projector and
disc player.
Add our Special Effects Video Discs and you'll
have a show.
Four discs are available, produced with color
saturation and brightness levels specially set to
planetarium projection specifications. Images
are kept within the video frame, and appear
to float in the planetarium sky.
These four video discs contain 2 hours of
images including spacecraft zooms and moves,

3-D stellar models, Supernova 1987A, a
globular cluster, a spiral galaxy, the big bang,
solar system formation, solar interior, stellar
evolution cycles, 3-D planets, seasons, phases,
tides, eclipses.
Now that hardware is available to control
planetarium video, isn't it nice to have software
to match?
To learn more, ask for our free Guide to the
Planetarium Video Revolution.

SI(y-Skan, Inc .
51 Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060, Tel. (603) 880-8500, FAX (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House, 150 Regent Street London WI R 5FA, Tel. 071-629 0538, FAX 071-734 4166

To Worlds Beyond is an educationally rich, highly entertaining planetarium show that
viewers on a thought-provoking exploration of other worlds - to those we know and to
can only imagine. This is not iust another solar system show.
REUBEN H. FLEET
Call (619) 238-1233, ext. 235 for a brochure
and an audio cassette.
Sponsored by the American Honda Foundation.
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Scenes 1
3 and 7, which comprise
of the script are reproduced here as a representative
sample. The songs, which are in scenes 5 and 6, are not
induded. People who would like a copy of the complete
script should contact me at the address above.
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by Nonnan Sperling, Alan Fisher, Caroline Alcantara,
Peter Tucker, Dianna Ch'an-Moriwaki, Anastasia
Emmons-Krieger, and Max Salazar.
....... vJu .... .I':...... of San Francisco, California,
1989
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but haven't
been able to play with in
microcomputer fashion. If
you poke a stick in the ground, and trace its noontime
shadow each day, the result is an analemma, and
Astronomy Lab will draw one for your particular location. For the planets, you can get graphs of magnitudes
for any chosen time interval, illuminated fractions,
diameters, distances, orbits (similar to the "Graphic
Timetable of the Heavens"), etc. Altitude of the noon-
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VISTAS(OPE 8-70 can be projected on flat
screens, tilted domes, or overhead spherical
domes.
The VISTAS(OPE 8-70 format allows the
flexibility of producing in VISTAS(OPE 8-35
and releasing in VISTAS(OPE 8-70. The transition between the two formats requires an
enlargement of only 1.5 times. The economy
of producing in 8-35 can be substantial over
producing in 15-70 or 8-70.
Vistascope produces all of its custom films
at 30 frames per second. This faster frame
rate reduces the flicker and strobing which is
inherent in wide screen projection and yields
a steady image on the giant screen.

®

Wide Screen - Productions / Systems

1314 Ellsworth Industrial Dr., N.W.• Atlanta, Ga. 30318. (404) 351-3618. 800-468-0988 e FAX 404-352-1288

Andrew
Astronomical Society of
390 Ashton
Francisco, California
Books About the Moon as a World and Its I:iXl)lo:ratllon
Cadogan, P. The Moon: Our Sister Planet. 1981, Cambridge U. Press. An introductory textbook, slightly
technical in places.
Compton, W. Where No Man Has Gone Before. 1989,
NASA SP - 4214. A good history the Apollo pro-

gram.
Cooper, H. Apollo on the Moon and Moon Rocks. 1970,
Dial. Accounts of the Apollo 11 mission and the
material they brought back from the lunar surface;
written by a science journalist.
French, B. The Moon Book. 1977, Penguin. A basic primer
for beginners.
Hockey, T. The Book of the Moon. 1986, Prentice Hall.
Good introduction to Moon science and Moon lore.
Johnson, N. Handbook of Soviet Lunar & Planetary Exploration. 1979, Univeltl American Astronautical Society.
Lewis, R. The Voyages of Apollo: The Exploration of the
Moon. 1975, Quadrangle. Another science journalist's
account.
Long, K. The Moon Book. 1988, Johnson Books, 1880 S.
57th Court, Boulder, CO 80301. Moon observing and
Moon lore.
Mazursky, H., et a1. Apollo Over the Moon: A View from
Orbit. 1978, NASA Special Publication SP-362.
Moore, P. The Moon. 1980, Rand McNally. A reference
atlas.
Moore, P. New Guide to the Moon. 1976, Norton. A basic
book for beginners.

Articles About the Moon

Dec. 1969,
Beatty, J. liThe J.VJLQ,.l'Y.J.ll~
scope, Dec. 1986,
of the Moon's
Brownlee, S. A
Discover, Mar.
Burgess, E. "The New
Years of Lunar hXl)IOJ'atl~Dn'"
1977, 10.
II

Books about the Solar System that Have Good Sections about the Moon
Baugher, J. The Space-Age Solar System. 1988, J. Wiley.
Beatty, J., et al. The New Solar System, 3rd ed. 1990, Sky
Publishing Co.
Chapman, C. Planets of Rock and Ice. 1982, Scribners.
Hartmann, W. Moons and Planets, 2nd ed. 1983, Wadsworth. A more technical textbook.
Morrison, D. & Owen, T. The Planetary System. 1988,
Addison-Wesley. A superb textbook on our solar
system.
Preiss, B., ed. The Planets. 1985, Bantam. Includes a chapter
G. Taylor: "'Earth's Moon: Doorway to the

Laser Ka]1gtlng"
Register, B.
Dec.
Rubin, A.
Came the Moon?" in
scope, Nov. 1984,
Schmitt, H" et

National Get:)~r(j!Vlu:c.
Weaver, K.

Moon

Geographic, Dec. 1969,
Weaver, K.
15 bXl:Jlores
Moon" in Nal':tonal
Wood, J. "The Lunar Soil"

J. 'The Moon" in ::,cu~tulC

AnfPlMl"llln

1975.

A Few Books

Books About nh,~p1''Vi1''l10' the Moon
British

Association:

to Observing the

Moon. 1986, Enslow. A manual
Cherrington, E. Exploring the Moon Through Binoculars
Small Telescopes. 1984, Dover. An observing
guide for the beginner.
Price, F. The Moon Observer's Handbook. 1989, Cambridge
U. Press.

Press.
Simon, S. The Moon.

Articles About

Films or Slide Sets About the Moon

Chaikin, A. IIA Guided Tour of the Moon" in Sky &
scope,
211. An observing
for
beginners.
DiCicco, D. "Breaking the New Moon Record" in
&
Telescope, Sep. 1989, p. 322.
Gibbons, C. "Some Reflections on Earthshine" in Astronomy, Aug. 1986, p. 83.
photographing earthlight
reflected from the Moon.
H. "Observing the Apollo 17 Lunar Landing
Site" in Astronomy, May 1985, p. 75.
Kitt, M. IIOne
at Copernicus Crater" in Astronomy,
Sept. 1988, p.
"Eight Lunar Wonders" in Astronomy, May 1989; "Observe the Apollo Landing Sites"
in Astronomy, July 1989, p. 66.
MacRobert, A. "Close-Up of an Alien World" in Sky &
Telescope, July 1984, p. 29. Viewing through a small
telescope.
McConnell, D. "Basic Lunar Astrophotography" in
Astronomy, Dec. 1985, 69.
Meeus, J. "Extreme Perigees and Apogees of the Moon"
in Sky & Telescope, Aug. 1981, p. 110.
Spain, D. A Lunar Sampler" in Astronomy, Feb. 1984,
35.
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Keiumrngs About Eclipses
Allen, D. &
Eclipse. 1987, Allen & Unwin. Excellent
introductory book.
Anderson, J. "Eclipse Prospects for the 1990's" in Astronomy, Feb. 1989, p. 71.
Espenak, F. "Eclipse Chaser's Notebook: 1983-1991" in
Astronomy, June 1982, p. 39.
Harris, J. "Confessions of an Eclipse Addict" in Astronomy, Jan. 1988, p. 62.
Meeus, J. "Solar Eclipse Diary" in Sky & Telescope, Oct.
1984, p. 296. Gives solar eclipses from 1985-1995.
Menzel, D. & Pasachoff, J. "Solar Eclipse: Nature's
Superspectacular" in National Geographic, Aug. 1970.
Stephenson, S. "Historical Eclipses" in Scientific American, Oct. 1982.
Whiteman, M. "Eclipse Predictions on Your Computer"
in Astronomy, Nov. 1986, p. 67.
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As I write this, I have been appointed Executive
Secretary of IPS pending receipt and final count of all
ballots, which should be complete by the end of January. However, as I ran unopposed, I think it's fair to say
that I'm it,
at least for the next two years. Keith
Johnson, our new Treasurer, is in the same boat. We
eagerly await the news of who the new President-elect
win be, so watch this space in the next issue. So far,
your Council is managing the transition well. John
Pogue, our new President, Keith, and I have begun
what I'm sure will be a continuous dialogue (oh, those
phone bills!)
A few words of introduction are perhaps in order. I
am
Professor of Education at the Council
Bluffs campus of Buena Vista College in Council Bluffs,
Iowa. But actually, I'm an academic Gypsy, teaching at
four colleges on five different campuses. When not at
Buena Vista, I can usually be found in the Physics
Department at Creighton University in Omaha, but I
also teach for the College of Saint Mary and Metro
Community College. This rather strange life has all the
advantages of teaching without any of the bureaucracy:
no advisees, no committees, and best of all, no faculty
meetings.
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After spending eight years as director of the Burke
High School Planetarium, right now, I'm a "planetarium groupie." Several people have asked me why I
keep on hanging around without a dome of my own.
(In two years, I may be asking myself that question a
lot!) In thinking about it, I would have to say that it's
because of the interesting people I meet through this
business. Many of them have been influential in my life
and I would miss them if I left the field. Several of them
deserve special recognition: Donna Pierce, Darrel Hoff,

o
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r ......

Home Address: 1410 Paris Drive
Texas 75050
Grand
Telephone:

Extension 223
(214) 262-6628, ......,., ....... ,
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Morrison
California Academy of Sciences
'-JJu.u.n::u. Gate Park
San Francisco,
94118
Just before deadline I received the following note from
Steve L.J. Russo, Director, Southern Cayuga AtmospheriumPlanetarium:
"1 enjoyed your 'Forum' column in the December
1990 issue of The Planetarian. Most significant were
the comments from Mike Hutton about the exaggerated problems of the Hubble Space Telescope by the
media.
I, too, have been fed up with the media coverage of
NASA, and science as a whole, and as the astronomical "authority" here in Central New York, I decided
to do something about it. The enclosed editorial is
my response. "

While Steve's article does not directly address the issue
discussed in the December '90 Forum, (How planetaria deal
with successes and failures of various space programs), it does
express a view, a frustration, shared by many of us.
My thanks to Steve for sharing his comments and participating in the Forum.-LB
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Media Drops BaH on Science Stories
Now that the media has had a nice eight-month
stint of NASA-bashing, it's time for me to respond to
the irresponsible journalism that has taken place on the
part of the newspapers, radio and television.
Let's start with the Hubble Space Telescope. No one
can deny that there is a problem with the Hubble, however it is only a minor problem and the telescope is
functioning at 80 percent capacity. Even with 20 percent
of its ability impaired, the telescope is still discovering
objects in space that we didn't know about last year.
How come the telescope has sent back m.ore than 400
pictures of objects, and none of them have appeared in
any of the Central New York newspapers? Why is it
that, at the Planetarium, I have shown the students pictures of Saturn, stars exploding, galaxies larger than the
Milky Way, and double stars-all from the Hubble, an
instrument that the media says doesn't work and was a
$1.5 billion blunder?
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into space there will always be a risk. However, the
must
media must learn what space is all about and
.......£'''''.0,,.. .. it better than they have.
When Discovery launched a military satellite last
month, NASA press releases indicated that it would
the last top-secret military payload. The satellite news
network spent the next two days informing the public,
on virtually every major radio station in the country,
of the space shuttle
that that mission would be the
flights!
Why is it that I can get the NASA press releases off
my Radio Shack computer, but when the media gets the
same releases from NASA, by the time it gets to
public, the information has somehow been distorted?
And when is the media going to stop reminding us
of how many flights we've had since Challenger, and
how many times a launch has been delayed? Why
doesn't the press tell us how many times the Goodyear
blimp has flown since the
or how many
flights are
nation's airports? Why does
NASA get the
that no other
gets:
Let's be fair.
I
Citizen and

(Model, continued from page
highlights and glare
on 3-D subjects
them depth and texture!
next fix was to change the configuration the
two lamps themselves. I thought about most
movies I have seen and realized that a spcicestup
has two basic sources of illumination
diagram). One is sunlight (spaceships are usually found
is some kind of faint, difin a solar system). The
fuse backlight (either starlight from
Milky Way or
backlight from whichever planet the spaceship happens
to be orbiting). My task, as I saw it, was to simulate the
lighting of a typical space environment on the surface of
my copystand.
From most planets in our solar system, the sun
spans less than one degree. This tiny but brilliant light
is the reason for the sharp, black shadows cast by various rocket parts on the sunward side of a spaceship.
However, seen from the middle of a typical photographic copystand are two lamps, each having quite a
large surface area and thus producing shadows with
fuzzy edges. In addition, each lamp adds illumination

Joe Tucciarone is the artist at the Astronaut Memorial
Space Science Center; he has also been at the Bishop
Planetarium in Bradenton, Florida, the Ethyl Planetarium in Richmond, Virginia, and the Memphis Planetarium in Memphis, Tennessee.
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Highland Park
4220 Emerson
Dallas, Texas 75205
526-4800 (work)
214 692..9662 (home)
520..6967 (fax)

And the en'velODI~. plealSe:
No, it is not Thomas Hocking (Morehead Planetarium) as so many of you wrote. The planetarian featured
in the last Gibbous Gazette of The Planetarian was Jolm
Tate of Armagh Planetarium. John did make the 30pound costume and was demonstrating medieval archery! I especially appreciated the calligraphy in which
Jenny Pon (Abrams Planetarium) used in her letter!
Kudos:
To Dr.
M. Pasachoff (Milham Planetarium) for
making certain that planetarium topics were included
in the International Astronomical Union colloquium
proceedings held at Williams College. He and
Percy (University of Toronto) have edited the proceedings-which are available as The Teaching of Astronomy
(Cambridge University Press)!
To Dr. Mary Kay Hemenway (Astronomy Department, University of Texas at Austin) on receiving the
1990 Friends of Texas Earth Science Teachers Association award at the Science Teachers' Association of Texas
Conference for the Advancement of Science Teaching!
The award recognized her contributions to earth science
teachers. I, personally, want to thank her for the Astronomy Misconceptions article last fall.
To the Cumberland Science Museum for teaming
up with their local NBC affiliate to co-sponsor Out of
This World astronomy contest each weekly night during
the month of November. The Sudekum Planetarium's
contest provided the perfect vehicle for the Planetarium's continuing efforts at increasing interest in Astronomy! Wouldn't you be impressed if your weathercaster
mentioned your planetarium before the weather report
each night!
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REALISTIC SKIES Precise, high-quality Minolta precision multi-element coated glass lenses provide unsurpassed brilliance
and sharpness. Plastic optics or pinholes are never used. Complete unobstructed Pole-to-Pole coverage
of the starry sky is guaranteed.

RELIABILITY

The ultra-accurate gear-interlocked Sun, Moon, and Planet mechanism is constructed with the finest
components for ultimate durability and reliability. Solar system bodies automatically appear in the correct
position as the annual motion is run to a desired date. Critical planetary positions are repeatable at any
time. All projectors are designed to stand up to the heaviest use with minimal attention and maintenance.

UNSURPASSED
SERVICE

Minolta operates a complete U.S. service station in Ramsey, N.J. We offer fast service resulting in
minimal down time for you.

SELECTION

Minolta offers 9 different projectors for dome sizes from 6 to 25 meters. 3,000 to 30,000 stars can
be projected.

TURN-KEY OPERATION
When you purchase a Minolta planetarium you get more than a projector. We can supply a complete package including:
• 70mm movie projection system • Dome screens • Sound systems • Control systems
• laser shows • Special effect projectors • Computer Software
The same innovative state-of-the-art capabilities and resources that has made Minolta a worldwide leader in the photographic, optical, electronic, and information handling fields have been utilized in the design, engineering, and production of its
planetarium equipment.
The true value of a product can be best gauged by the customers who purchase it. Minolta takes great pride in our reputation
for quality, reliability and service. We also take great pride in the fact that some of the most select customers worldwide use
Minolta planetariums.
For further information contact:
Minolta Planetarium Department, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ. 07446 Phone (201) 818-3514

PLANETARIUMS
ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA

Jim Manning
Taylor Planetarium
Museum of the KOICKles
Welcome to the new decade! It's true there was a lot
of talk about the "decade of the nineties" starting last
year; but the final decade of the millenium actually
begins this year. Of course, it's momentous enough just
considering that we're in the last decade of the century-a century that has seen enormous strides in our
knowledge of the universe, and the development of the
first modem projection planetarium.
Over the decades, our universe-simulating machines
have taken on many forms as they've kept pace with
new discoveries and technological advances. Now and
again, new models pop up. And so it is with this column's first item.
The French U ruverse
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Those of us who've been in the business for a time
are familiar with German, American, and Japanese
planetarium projectors.
But now, there's another
entry. At last summers
IPS Conference in Borlange, I talked briefly
with Philippe Huyard
about a French design
planned for his planetarium in Saint-Etienne,
France, and he has since
sent me some information on the new system.
The
Astronomical
Simulator SN 88 II (pictured here) was developed by RS Automation
Industrie, a French company specializing in control systems. The system
is designed for a 12meter (40-foot) dome,
but according to the
specifications, can be
adapted for domes from
10 to 15 meters (30 to 50
Astronomical Simulator SN 88 II, by RS Automation Industrie, France.
feet). Its compact size
allows it to be situated at

located on an arc
rII."", ....
tors, and that
naked-eye or
image
object.
projector on the arc gives an image of the earth
a small laser pointer that can be used to
special effects.
According to the specification, the system is controlled by a computer system developed by RS Automation Industrie, using a PC 386-type micro-computer as a
user interface. The control console includes manual controls for basic planetarium functions in addition to the
computer, to allow both manual and automatic manipulation. The system can also control lighting, eightchannel sound,
to 36 slide projectors (including
remote control focusing and lamp check), laser disc
players, and video projectors. SMPTE/EBU time code
synchronization is also provided.
For more information about this new artifical universe, you may contact:
GAP Sales Agency, Mr.
Pierre Cooudurier, 17B rue de la Telematique, Technopole, 42000 Saint-Etienne.!: France. Installation of the
model was imminent in Saint-Etienne last fall, so you
also wish to contact Philippe Huyard at: Planetarium, 6 rue de la Resistance, 42000 Saint-Etienne, France,
telephone 77428842 or 77 3226
fax (33) 77 428889,
to find out how the new
is doing.
'I"'Iol:llll"h!:3llhcr "" ......."""·........

The Planet Wheel is Available
........ " ....... Ul...' "

of the Artis Planetarium in r-..All"'-'O.'C:,
the hnJ~lS,.n

The Astronomers Are Coming!
liThe Astronomers," a series of six one-hour 'IV programs on the lives and work of astronomers who are
revolutionizing our knowledge of the universe, is
scheduled to priernier on April 15 on the Public Broadcasting System in the United States. According to press
releases, the series-produced by KCET /1.os Angeles
for PBS through a grant from the W.M. Keck Foundation--contains an unprecedented assemblage of
world-renowned scientists, with episodes examining
areas including dark matter, cosmology, quasars, planets, the life of stars, and astronomy's future."
Additionally, the series is to be accompanied by an
extensive education outreach effort-which was outlined by April Whitt of the Adler Planetarium in her
excellent letter to the editor in the December, 1990 issue
of The Planetarian. Since then, I've received some bits of
information to add to April's: in addition to the posters,
curriculum guide for teachers, resource guide, science
career opportunities brochure, and the book mentioned
by April, KCET /1.os Angeles and The Lippin Group are
also offering photos from the production featuring computer-generated imagery, scientific equipment, and
astronomers involved in the series. The accompanying
book, The Astronomers, written by series writer Donald
Goldsmith and published by St. Martin's Press, will be
available in early April; quantity discounts are avaialable, but as of this writing, I have no information on
price.
I do have some information, however, on the price of
the series in video cassette: PBS Video will be offering
1/
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The Latest On Hubble

come up.
Since "The Universe in the
in part by IPS, perhaps
also
you can obtain one by
Department, Astronomical ~'10t'\lY
Ashton Avenue, San rralnC:lSO:l,
The newsletter is available "Anthr~u.
school librarians and adlmulstratlors
leaders, who request it on
according to a statement in the newsletter. InClae!I\UliUV
'l!MY".h1l"l,0"

Until next time ... What's new?

how the Hhunllnated
c.na:nge. Each
time interval shows a dtlterlent
cnBmg€~ that
the movie is
occur, and
called
" which at first
There is a
is similar to a star-chart priOgJ~anll. But the reprebecause
sentation is not as well done as some
the
is still on events. You can
of
aru.matlolO, and the size of the
Cfl~DO~;e to track a
is
the
for instance.
The ."n...,....,...,.i-""
disk. The resulting
cessor or SOI'ea(lSfl.eet
can be .................c..rll
1n!:ll1I"Hr·nl!:!I1"

A few minor obfser'vatiofllS:
almost imme!d.lclteJ
someone who
!:IIM1IU11kl

various rullCtJiOflS.
program if you need to
system objects for a
ular time
or if you want to see celestial events
phenomena graphically displayed. It. would serve
as a good complement to your favorite star-chart

gram.
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Business!

From the world's
very first planetarium projection
machine to the
most sophisticated and innovative projectors of
today, JENA has
been and IS the
Hallmark of
Quality in the
Universe!

• Projectors to fit all sizes and applications

• Complete installation

• Spare parts from Seiler Instrument
• JENA factory trained Seiler technicians at Seiler Instrument

Call Pearl Reilly at

1-800-444-7952 for additional information

I~EILEabRout JENA projectors and accessory items.
170 E. Kirkham Ave. St. Louis, Missouri 63119-1791 (314) 968-2282

INS T RUM E N T

1-800-444-7952

FAX: 314-968-2637

BIRTHPLACE OF
MODERN OPTICS

i

I

He:ne4i1rum Natural .:J~lt:n~.:t:
Oglebay Resort & Lo.ntE~reJ1Ce _ .... A,il.III.~.!I.
Wheeling, West Virginia . . .""".....
(304) 243-4034
fax (304) 243-4070
CompuServe 72476,2051
11.1'

For all of you who sent in information and news concerning your respective region, THANK YOU!!! I am
always delighted to see my mailbox (office or electronic) contain information from both domestic and foreign affiliates. Please remember that you do not have to
be the editor of a regional or affiliate newsletter to send
me news. If you, as an individual, have some newsworthy item that you would like to share with your colleagues, by an means-send it! Your submission can
never be too long or too short. Please send your material to me at the above address, by fax or via CompuServe, or on an Amiga compatible 31/2 inch floppy.
The FINAL deadline for Regional Roundup submissions for the next issue of The Planetarian is Monday
April1S, 1991. Please mark your calendars accordingly.
Association of French-Speaking Planetariums (APLF)
No report. Agnes Acker, representative.

its new multi-media starshow. The show starts
tional planetarium
with a London
etc., but is
the
son Neb
life by the
Nebula) takes over the narration. The
ble for all
tens
of

'"""'I"\f"'H" ...........

signer.
t;ufot)eam Association of Planetariums
No

Dennis

0..;. ........ '"'"..1"\ . .,

I........ ret)re:seIlltative

Great Lakes Planetarium Association
The Adler Planetarium in . . . aJ:~v
lined with retllecting
Au, ...

Association of Mexican Planetariums (AMP AC)
AMPAC recently held it's general meeting at the Puebla Planetarium in Puebla, Pue. on January 23-26. The
conference host was German Martinez Hidalgo,
tor of the Planetario de Puebla and the Puebla Astronomical Society. Conference highlights included general
information about the upcoming July 11 total solar
eclipse for the news media. The Governor of the State of
Puebla delivered the inaugural speech and stated that
state support for the Puebla Planetarium will be
increased due to the fact that the City of Puebla is on the
center line of totality. Other guest speakers included Dr.
Arcadio Poveda and Dr. Cristina Allen from the
UNAM-Institute
Astronomy. Outreach programs
were conducted to area schools during the conference
with Fernando Oviedo delivering lectures on the solar
of the
eclipse. Tours of sites near Puebla were also
Puebla,
agenda. Puebla is the capital of the State
~ocated about 130 kilometers from Mexico City.
IS famous for Prehispanic and colonial architecture.
British Association of Planetariums
The London Planetarium goes into laser graphics for

'll"4:l>d"onHlIY l!JI.I"U;U,U;;:U

Wauwatosa West
Planetarium win lead a
of

fall's conference. Steve
the
Crown Space
Museum of Science and
was appointed as .......,"'~."'"' lJJ:res.id(~nt-hlect until
rep~laeemlent is elected later this
Sheldon Schafer
the Lakeview Museum
the new
tlUC.K1ngnaln from the Center of ~len(:e
Ohio was aplpOinted
newly created Development Comnnitt:ee.
The date of the 1991 Astronomy Day has been set for
Saturday, April 20th. Anyone wishing to purchase a 120
handbook of suggestions for hosting a local
send $7.00 (this includes postage and ".....,.......,.....,.. '
to: Gary Tomlinson; Astronomy Day Coordinator;
fee Planetarium; 54
S.E.; Grand
49503. Outside the
$1.00 for surface mail and
for
mail.
Great Plains Planetarium Association
. .". . . '....... ,.... Planetarium Director at Southwest State
in Marshall, Minnesota, received the 1990
Alumni Association's
Lifetime Memberthe school's homeAward on October 6th
COIruI1lg celebration. The awards are made annually to
1n£lI1'·cn.,.c who have
outstanding service to Southearth/
west State over the years. Reede, a professor
science, has been a member of the faculty at SSU
1969. His work as director of the planetarium has
enriched the quality of the university's acadeInic program and has made the planetarium an excellent educational resource for elementary and secondary schools
and the general public in southwest Minnesota. Reede
also teaches astronomy, geography, meteorology and
geology courses at SSU. Congratulations Roger!
In'·<Ta~·c';.·"

Italian Planetaria's Friends Association (AADP)
The Italian Planetaria's Friends Association will hold
its first National Astronomy Day on March 24, 1991.
The goal of this event is to promote the combined
knowledge of the members and diffuse it throughout
the membership. The annual event will be held each
year on the Sunday before or after the Vernal Equinox.
The main topic of discussion for the first event is current knowledge of Mars and future manned exploration
of the planet. The planetarium membership will organize lessons, shows, exhibitions and observational viewing throughout the day. All of the activities will be collected into a publication edited by AADP. The
publication win also contain the first Italian translation
of the IPS brochure. The AADP will also reprint selected
articles from The Planetarian for inclusion into their new
bi-monthly newsletter.
Middle Atlantic Planetarium Association (MAPS)
The Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society will hold its
26th annual conference at the Franklin Institute's Fels

Nordic Planetarium Association
1990 was a

I"!I .. " ... "',.....,.. '"

via's sec:ond 1!lI"O',o~. pl(me~tru'iUlm
tors to its new pl~me~tariuIn
Verne Theater
as
of the DO!:;t-(~onter,en(~e
was also the
group. The
attracted

visitors in 1990.
Construction of the
holm, ~weaf'n
for completion in UCtot>er
be equipped with a
film system under a meter
The planetarium at Teknikens Hus in
win install a Spitz 373 Nova
this
will be
ing the current Starlab. The
outreach program.
Broman Planetarium, Inc.
during 1990. These units went to
Norway; to BohusUins's Museum

~w'edl~n:

and to
new science center in
There are now a total
the Nordic countries and a turlCtiomlng M<>DIJle

Swe-

Planetarium in
extrernelv busy year, Q.Prvil1lO' UlOUl5ar\ds
visitors and
stopping over as part of their
cruise
The Northern Lights Planetarium was
also
site for the 1990 C-360
Cinema360)
to the IPS conference. The
Northern Lights
for
the production of

Northern

ers
Inc. The
Denmark in .1VAI.U-J"",,U'7t!.u:'u,
tatium as the
Pacific Planetarium Association
No
Planetarium Association of Canada

Mountain Planetarium Association
The Fiske Planetarium at the

Southeast Planetarium Association
had a Cha.:nge

Gibbes

GA
SEPA's thanks go to
Bell
Peninsula
tatium in
News, V A and Sue
of the
Kelly Planetarium in Charlotte, NC for their many years
as officers;
also go to
for
dedicated work as editor of Southern Skies.
The 1991 SEPA
will be
11-15.
The hosts for the conference will be the Fernbank Science Center and the planetariums of the Atlanta

Contact David lIJUJUU"~
School
Bob Tate at the .....
mation. The IPS _v'....,. .... u n\eeUn.g
hold their res,pe<::ti\l'e rrleelt1n~~S
SEPA conference.
:;;011'"....... . .

Southwest Association
Planetarians from the
as "The Local
Park Planetarium
the meetil1l2:
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SYSTEM
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By Spitz, Inc., supplier of planetariums,
projection domes, lighting and multimedia systems since 1945.

"The
I'm
D1I'''nc,.rII
effect of the stars on Ini:ilriflle
human
tion of ast:rOJI02V
II"'n'i''II ....
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The new
at my school is appalled that
high school
know the difference between
astrology and astronomy. In a recent conversation I had
with him, he suggested that it was
job to make sure
that no student graduates without
the difference.

same result as .......
a stick of . . . hL"·... "inn
.... h."'. . '·lnO' this
1."''''11'''' ...'''.

open€~

We were having this conversation while walking
down one
hans of the school. He stopped a student in the han and said:
uHave you ever
to the planetarium?"
Student: "Yes, I have."
Principal: 'Well, what do you do
there?"
Student: IIAstrology."
l""nnCllpal1, to me: "There! You see?"

Overheard:

Still strolling,
stopped another student,
detef!m11tlin.g that he had also been to the planetarium,
'What did you learn about there?"
Student: About
planets, the beginning of the
universe, the constellations and stars."
[I turned an amazingly coy face toward my principaL]
Principal: "Yes, but what do you call it, all those
things you studied?"
Student: Astrology."
1/

ture the sun.
Student: ''Yes: 96

rta,........"""''''·

it was on the

14

As I slunk away from my principal, I recalled a conversation I had recently with a planetarium director
associated with a science museum. At a museum staff
meeting devoted to future plans for the museum, one of
Associate Directors of the museum said, to the planetarian, 'We need to generate some new exhibits in your
area of science, astrology"
I just
reading an interview with former
Saudi Oil Minister Ahmed Zaki Yamani, who had some
extremely rational insights into the future of the world
petroleum game. Yet here's his comment on astrology:
54

'1'here are.
ing!"

The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR~ the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphanumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Kamas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
DlGISTAR® is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation

